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Summary

•  Fusion is hard and it’s taking a long time…as a community we 
need to be continually looking for both technology and science 
innovations that will accelerate fusion science and energy

•  An exciting technology opportunity has recently become 
available: ���
High-temperature, high-field superconductors à ���
Possibility to double B field in ITER-class device à ���
Fusion capable devices at small size and faster pace.

•  Conceptual assessment not just about engineering…it informs us 
to critical lever points in the physics…
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Outline

•  The Opportunity: High-temperature, high-field superconductors 

•  The Conceptual Assessment:  ARC Pilot design 

•  Conclusion: New technology à B~10 Tà large relief to physics 
design à Largest critical knowledge gaps and opportunities 
appear to reside in transport physics 
Ø High normalized confinement 
Ø Self-regulated pedestal
Ø Heat & particle exhaust
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Why is ITER so huge to get a burning plasma?���
Mostly due to limits of its superconductor

ITER

Q=10
Bcoil=20 T
copper

Q=10
Bcoil=11 T
Nb3Sn
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Gains in size are highly non-linear with B

 
nT τ E ∼

βNH
q*
2 R1.3B3

  

Pfusion
Swall


βN

22

q*
2 RB4Gain

Power
density

FIRE

R (m) 2.14

Bo (T) 10

Qp >10

Steady-
state No

Tritium
breeding No

Qelectric 0

V ,$∝ R3

Copper coil
pulse ~ 10 s
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A revolution in superconductors in last 5 years:���
REBCO (Rare-Earth Barium Cu Oxide) remain superconducting at 

VERY high B-field and above liquid He temperatures 

•  Within structural limits allows 
~doubling of B-field provided 
by ITER Nb3Sn technology

•  Operating at 20K provides 
large thermal stability.

jcrit
 (MA/m2)

103

102 Superconductor
         REBCO
         Nb3-Sn 

superconducting

normal

superconducting

normal

Superconductor
fraction of coil 

10%

20%

4%

R=3 m, A=3, shield~0.8m

practical coil 
design limit

structural stress limits
in stainless steel

Structure
stress (GPa)

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

0.2

Maximum B field on coil (Tesla)
12 14 16 18 20 22 24

moderate field, large device
Nb-Sn operating space

(e.g. ITER)

high-field target
for compact 

fusion devices

high-field coil
primarily limited by stress
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REBCO superconductors are a reality  ���
Tapes + 20 K enable joints in superconducting coil

•  Very strong in tension
•  Flexible
•  Contact resistance at joint 

~ nano-ohm
•  Integrated engineering 

into large-bore coils 
needed

Commercially 
available

Tokamak Energy UK
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Known physics scaling + Superconductor Bpeak > 20 T à 
High-gain burning plasma compact size & Steady state

 
nT τ E 

βNH
q*
2 R1.3B3

  

Pfusion
Swall


βN

22

q*
2 RB4

“ARC” 
REBCO

superconductor

Gain
Power
density

FIRE ARC

R (m) 2.14 3.2

Bo (T) 10 9.2

Qp >10 >10

Steady-
state No Yes

Tritium
breeding No Yes

Qelectric 0 ~ 4

FIRE ���
copper

To scale

V ,$∝ R3
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ARC Pilot design effort

•  Students using professional 
engineering & design tools ���
MCNP���
COMSOL ���
ACCOME

•  Design goals:���
1)  500 MW fusion power���
2) robust steady-state���
3) small as possible but..���
4) 20+ full power years ���
5) can achieve Qelectric > 1

B. Sorbom, et al. " ARC: A compact, high-field disassemblable fusion nuclear science ���
facility and demonstration power plant,"  in review Fusion Engineering & Design (2015).
arXiv:1409.3540
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ARC coil design: Factor of 2 away from jcrit limits, 
margin to stress limits of known structural material

1. Support ring,  2. Top TF leg ���
4. Mechanical joint 6. Epoxy 
enforcement 7. Electrical joint

Peak stress ~ 0.67 Gpa
~65% of limit for 316SS LN
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ARC “Pilot” highlights synergies found at 
small-scale + high B + demountable

•  Students using professional 
engineering & design tools ���
MCNP���
COMSOL ���
ACCOME

•  Design goals:���
1)  500 MW fusion power���
2) robust steady-state���
3) small as possible but..���
4) 20+ full power years ���
5) can achieve Qelectric > 1

 
nT τ E 

βNH
q*
2 R1.3B3

  

Pfusion
Swall


βN

22

q*
2 RB4

+
?
=

Bcoil ~ 22 T ✓
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Tokamak reactor integrated steady-state are not 
consistent with presently achieved performance

DIII-D ARIES-AT
q95 6.3 3
H98 1.5 1.7
βN 3.7 5.4

G = βNH98/q2 0.14 0.90
fbootstrap 0.65 0.91

n / nGreenwald 0.5 0.9

Najmabadi et al. FED 
80 (2006)
Chan et al. NF (2011)
 

Sips IAEA 2005, Zarnstorff 
Demo workshop 2012 
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Access to high-B allows one to construct realistic 
integrated scenarios AWAY from operational limits

DIII-D ARIES-AT ARC
q95 6.3 3 7 .2
H98 1.5 1.7 1.7
βN 3.7 5.4 2.6

G = βNH98/q2 0.14 0.90 0.09
fbootstrap 0.65 0.91 0.63

n / nGreenwald 0.5 0.9 0.65
 
nT τ E ∼

βNH
q*
2 R1.3B3

  

Pfusion
Swall

∼
βN

2ε2

q*
2 RB4

Reactors
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Access to high-B allows one to construct realistic 
integrated scenarios AWAY from operational limits

DIII-D ARIES-AT ARC
q95 6.3 3 7 .2
H98 1.5 1.7 1.7
βN 3.7 5.4 2.6

G = βNH98/q2 0.14 0.90 0.09
fbootstrap 0.65 0.91 0.63

n / nGreenwald 0.5 0.9 0.65

•  Provides realistic solution to BIGGEST 
boundary-core integration problem: Avoid 
disruptions in burning plasmas.

•  N.B. Allows disruptivity to be studied and 
lowered in present tokamaks!

 
nT τ E ∼

βNH
q*
2 R1.3B3

  

Pfusion
Swall

∼
βN

2ε2

q*
2 RB4
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Outline
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Access to high-B allows one to construct realistic 
integrated scenarios AWAY from operational limits

 

DIII-D ARIES-AT ARC
q95 6.3 3 7 .2
H98 1.5 1.7 1.7
βN 3.7 5.4 2.6

G = βNH98/q2 0.14 0.90 0.09
fbootstrap 0.65 0.91 0.63

n / nGreenwald 0.5 0.9 0.65
G89

ARC

•  Getting a steady-state tokamak is this easy?

•  Not really: Current drive? high H factors? 
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Sensitivity to 
confinement

Inductive scenario check

ITER ARC
B0 [T] 5.3 9.2

Pfusion [MW] 500 525

H98 1.0 1.0
Ip [MA] 15 12

q95 3 4.5
n20 1 2.1

n / nGr 0.9 0.9
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•  Scan Pfusion ∝ pth
2  ∝βN

2

•  Fix Ip, ne, fGr

•  Vary PCD to remain non-
inductive

•  Like other fusion designs 
the scenario is very sensitive���
to H-factor
Ø Q ~  H6
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•  Very sensitive to H-factor
Ø Q ~  H6

Ø But a range of H-factors 
still meet non-inductive 
Pilot and FNSF mission

Ø Role of intrinsic rotation?
Ø MA ~ 0.08 Rice scaling

Ø Always below Beta limit /w 
large fraction of external 
current control à 
“Control” of H through the 
current profile?
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High B-field + high-field side LHCD à 
Synergistic gains in CD efficiency���

η20 ≡
ICD
PCD

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
n20R ∝ 1

n//
2

LHCD ���
Accessibility

 
n// =

ω pe

ω ce

+ 1+
ω pe

ω ce

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

2

− ω ci

ω RF

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

2

 1+ 3.2n20
1/2

B

Whyte PPPL 2014���
Bonoli APS 2014

Max. η20 for
non LHCD ���
at ~ 10 keV
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High-field + high-field side LHCD à Synergistic 
gains in CD efficiency���

 + launcher protection from PMI, fast ions, REs

η20 ≡
ICD
PCD

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟
n20R ∝ 1

n//
2
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ARC has optimized the advantages of HFS-LHCD 
+ poloidal launch location near X-point

Launch
point

FDF
ARC
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Optimized CD efficiency leads to ~35% control of 
AT current profile below no-wall βN limit

•  Control of q profile key, known “ingredient” to enhanced H factor.

•  Edge solution for launcher PMI à better integrated core scenario!
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Optimized CD efficiency that can be located at 
varying r/a should provide invaluable transport 

physics control in a burning plasma

•  Location of qmin can be largely controlled through 
launch n// from high-field side.

•  Need better integrated CD + transport modeling ���
and experimental tools!

Lower
n//

Higher���
n//
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Optimized CD efficiency that can be located at 
varying r/a should provide invaluable transport 

physics control in a burning plasma

•  Need better integrated CD + transport modeling ���
and experimental tools on present experiments!

•  Flow?  Particle barrier?

Lower
n//

Higher���
n//

DIII-D: Garofalo, PoP 13 (2006) 
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Proposed US national facility ADX: Purpose-built 
high-field side access to demonstrate exciting new 

integrated RF current drive solutions

•  Launcher PMI & heat 
flux control

•  RF isolation from ICRF 
à high Te target 
plasmas

•  CD efficiency &  j(r) 
control versus launched 
n// and plasma density

B. LaBombard et al. ���
Nucl. Fusion 55 (2015) 053020.
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Outline

•  The Opportunity: High-temperature, high-field superconductors 

•  The Conceptual Assessment:  ARC Pilot design 

•  Conclusion: New technology à B~10 Tà large relief to physics 
design à Largest critical knowledge gaps and opportunities 
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High B permits a pedestal with required pressure for 
fusion performance away from P-B stability limits

•  Reactor/FNSF pedestal is constrained:���
 T~ 5 keV (D-T reactivity),  n20~ 1���
 à pped ~ 0.15 MPa (~x1.5 pped, ITER)

•  But the P-B limit, defined in βN, cannot be 
violated due to PFC damage from ELMs. 

•  This greatly favors high B2 to push the required 
pedestal away from the P-B limit, and be 
consistent with non-disruptive high q*

 
βN , Ped ,lim ! 1.05

Δψ ped

5%
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

3/4

ELITE8

βN=1
ITER

βN=1.15
FIRE

 ε ≈1/ 3 κ ≈1.8

Snyder et al NF 2011
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High B permits a pedestal with required pressure for 
fusion performance away from P-B stability limits

•  Similar to, and linked to, the absolute core 
parameters the target pedestal is constrained:���
 T~ 5 keV (D-T reactivity),  n20~ 1���
 à pped ~ 0.15 MPa (~x1.5 pped, ITER)

•  But the P-B limit, defined in βN cannot be 
violated due to PFC damage from ELMs. 

•  This greatly favors high B2 to push the required 
pedestal away from the P-B limit, and be 
consistent with non-disruptive high q*

•  Example: take pedestal width r/a~5%, fix 
aspect ratio and shaping of ITER, FIRE, ARC 
this reduces to requirement for min. B2/q

•  Key transport physics requirement…some 
transport regulation mechanism to hold 
pressure below limit (QH-mode, I-mode, etc.)  

B2

q*
>10

pped ,MPa
0.15

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

 
βN ,ped ,lim ∝

pped
pB

5ε
q*

1+κ 2( )
2

ITER ARC

stable
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ARC was designed with simple scaled I-mode 
profiles from C-Mod to assess its viability in non-

inductive burning plasma regime.  
•  Lack of density pedestal helps to move 

pedestal further from P-B limit (Walk).

•  ARC pedestal below simple Beta-N limit 

•  How does high B > 8 T  play into the 
access for I-mode and avoidance of 
unwanted ELMy H-mode?���
(Hubbard plenary talk)

ARC profiles
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ARC was designed with simple scaled I-mode 
profiles from C-Mod to assess its viability in non-

inductive burning plasma regime.  
•  Lack of density pedestal helps to move 

pedestal further from P-B limit.

•  ARC pedestal below simple Beta-N 

•  How does high B > 8 T  play into the 
access for I-mode and avoidance of 
unwanted ELMy H-mode?���
(Hubbard plenary talk)

ARC profiles

Calls for integrated transport/MHD physics ���
for this critical core/edge integration issue!
-  Pedestal regulation via particle transport? 
-  role of weakly coherent modes? GAM?
-  Confinement scaling? (Walk) 
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Outline

•  The Opportunity: High-temperature, high-field superconductors 

•  The Conceptual Assessment:  ARC Pilot design 

•  Conclusion: New technology à B~10 Tà large relief to physics 
design à Largest critical knowledge gaps and opportunities 
appear to reside in transport physics 
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It is critical that we develop integrated solutions to 
the coupled divertor heat exhaust ���

and erosion challenges
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Divertor erosion is a grand challenge for particle and power 
transport science in the boundary and divertor plasma

•  Divertor PFC must be thin ~ 
2-3 mm for heat conduction

•  Tdiv< 10 eV required for heat 
exhaust à but still ~ 10 MW/
m2���

•  Yearly fluence of D-T ions 
through sheath:  5x1031 ions / 
m2���

•  Areal density of 1 mm solid:���
6x1025 atoms / m2���

•  Conclusion: net loss “yield” of 
divertor atoms < 10-6 atom/ions

Tungsten
monolayers

Barnard JNM 415  (2011)  

// Heat & momentum
Transport set divertor sheath
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Grasping divertor solutions require a vastly 
upgraded capability in boundary transport 

physics
•  Eich scaling + Goldston heuristic 

drift model show neo-classical 
transport effects consistent with 
upstream heat width.

•  What is competing role of drift 
transport versus turbulent 
transport?

•  How does the large upstream 
power density in present device 
& reactors get dissipated on way 
to divertor?

•  How do we predict the complex 
2-D erosion/redeposition pattern 
of the divertor?
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Grasping divertor solutions require a vastly 
upgraded capability in boundary transport 

physics
•  Eich scaling + Goldston heuristic 

drift model show neo-classical 
transport effects consistent with 
upstream heat width.

•  What is competing role of drift 
transport versus turbulent 
transport?

•  How does the large upstream 
power density in present device 
& reactors get dissipated on way 
to divertor?

•  How do we predict the complex 
2-D erosion/redeposition pattern 
of the divertor?

Provide a purpose-built
Laboratory plasma to 

Measure & understand
Processes at correct parameters
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ADX: a purpose-built device to tackle the 
existential boundary transport issues facing fusion

Exploit high B/a 
advantage to match 

reactor levels of���

ü  Parallel heat flux
ü  Plasma pressure
ü  Divertor plasma 

density & T
ü  Radiated power 

density
ü  PMI physics
ü  Erosion rates

ü  B field
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ADX: a purpose-built device to tackle the 
existential boundary transport issues facing fusion

Exploit high B/a 
advantage to match 

reactor levels of���

ü  Parallel heat flux
ü  Plasma pressure
ü  Divertor plasma 

density & T
ü  Radiated power 

density
ü  PMI physics
ü  Erosion rates

ü  B field

Critical need: Boundary transport ���
modeling of advanced divertors 
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Summary

•  An exciting technology opportunity has recently become 
available: ���
High-temperature, high-field superconductors à ���
Possibility to double B field in ITER-class device à ���
Fusion capable devices at small size and faster pace.

•  Conceptual design, ARC, highlights synergistic strategy to 
address major core-boundary integration issues
Ø  Robust steady-state with high efficiency CD
Ø  Operation far from limits to avoid disruptions
Ø  High-performance pedestal away from P-B stability limit���

•  Critical path transport physics R&D with present devices & 
models at range of B and size…
Ø  Transport control with HFS launchers + CD à high H-factors
Ø  Pedestal self-regulating transport 
Ø  Fusion existential SOL heat & particle transport challenge


